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Abstract 
Peer to peer (P2P) grid systems consist of nodes present in multiple organizations and spread across different physical 
locations. These resources join and leave P2P grid depending upon their determination. Therefore, availability of grid 
resource cannot be guaranteed at all times. Moreover, failure in network infrastructure, hardware and software of resource 
can force it to leave grid without any early warnings. Many authors have proposed decentralized scheduling algorithms for 
P2P grid. In this paper, we have proposed a fault tolerant decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid, which 
reschedules jobs of grid resource when node failure happens. This mechanism handles node failure in fully decentralized 
manner. Key feature of this fault tolerant approach is that, it reschedules jobs depending upon communication and 
computation cost associated with jobs. 
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1. Introduction 
systems that continue to work 
even if one entity fails in it. Computational grid systems are used extensively these days to solve a set of 
independent jobs, which are very huge and complex. Huge size set of computational jobs attracted the idea of 
utilizing more than one computational resource and executing these jobs in parallel to get results faster. 
Computational grid system refers to computational resources linked to each other with the help of internet. 
These computational resources are spread across various geographic locations under different administrative 
domains. Moreover, these resources are heterogeneous in nature. Grid systems are splited into three categories 
based on scheduling techniques [1] they use. First, one is grid systems using central scheduler [2]. These 
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central schedulers become single point of failure, it also cause scalability issues in grid system. Grid system 
using metascheduler have one scheduler for local scheduling and one for scheduling outside local 
infrastructure. Metascheduler [3] based grid system also have scalability problem. Hence fully decentralized 
grid scheduling [4] approach is gaining popularity now days. Here, we have fully decentralized scheduler 
present in each grid node, which sovereignly decide how to schedule jobs generating on it. Thus, when one 
resource of grid fails the rest of grid do not collapse and modify its schedule to stabilize the unbalance caused 
by the failure of grid resource. Peer to peer (P2P) grid system [5] is an example of fully decentralized 
computational grid system. The P2P grid system [6] intentionally ignores the network structure. Nodes 
schedule jobs in P2P grid systems, based on information stored in list present on node itself. This list keeps 
record of static and dynamic properties of neighbor nodes. This list is updated from time to time on each node 
of P2P [7, 8] grid. From [9] and [10] we know there are plenty of faults or error conditions that can occur on 
grid systems.  
We propose a fault tolerant decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid in this paper, which is based on 
our earlier work [11]. [11] takes into consideration both communication and computation cost related to task. 
This algorithm schedules work inspired from gravitational field in physics [12]. Object under the influence of 
gravity is always trying to shift to lower position that is why things fall from height. Similarly, job is scheduled 
from node having high magnitude workload to node having smaller magnitude. Now we know in grid system 
all resources are allowed to join or leave grid at any moment. We add a fault tolerant mechanism to [11]. This 
fault tolerant mechanism is inspired from fault tolerant techniques used in distributed systems. Fault Tolerance 
technique proposed in this paper is simple and highly effective. Our fault tolerant technique is appealing 
because it is fully decentralized and hence can be applied on many existing decentralized scheduling 
algorithms. Our fault tolerant mechanism becomes activated upon detection of grid node failure. When the grid 
resource finds out that, its neighbor is not responding it unfolds process to cope with failure. First, it discards 
all tasks assigned by failed neighbor node. Secondly, it rearranges its jobs, which were assigned to failed grid 
resource one by one. This way it handles node failure in P2P grid. Rest of paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 gives us the detail of literature work related to fault tolerance in P2P grid systems.  We propose fault 
tolerant decentralized scheduling (FTDS) algorithm for P2P grid in section 3.  Simulation results and 
discussion are unearthed in section 4. Sections 5 conclude the paper and give direction for future work.  
2. Preliminaries and background 
In distributed systems, various types of fault can occur such as network errors, time faults, response faults, 
omission faults, physical faults, life-cycle faults, interaction faults [13]. Above stated faults are present in grid 
systems hereditarily. Various other types of fault can occur on grid system. Upcoming grid systems will give 
metered access to grid resources, hence expiry of meter when half of the task is done can cause fault in grid 
system. Moreover, service expiry can be added to class of life-cycle faults in grid systems.  
In [13] a fault tolerant scheme is projected. This fault tolerance technique exploit scheme of duplication on 
grid systems. Compatible grid resources register themselves to one or two UDDI repository. Then coordination 
services wait for client to send them a task. Once this is done primary coordination service decides on which 
nodes task should be replicated. Upon completion, the fault tolerance service of grid resource generates 
checksum. This checksum is based upon output it has yielded. Then checksum is broadcasted to coordination 
service. Coordination service then vote on returned checksum. Acceptable checksum is one returned by 
majority of grid resources. Obvious overhead here is due to voting process. Another concern is how to schedule 
multiple tasks. Another work on fault tolerance on grid is proposed in [14]. In [14] four necessities for fault 
tolerance in grid systems are mentioned.  
Firstly, grid-aware generic failure detection mechanism is required. Secondly, it should maintain various 
failure treatment strategies. In [14] failure handling techniques are separated from the application algorithm 
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logic. Finally, it contains user defined exception handling mechanism for handling job specific failures. This 
approach consists of two phases. First phase is for failure detection. Grid system depends upon heartbeat and 
event notification for detection of failure. Second phase is executed when failure is detected. In second phase, 
we have task level and workflow level failure recovery techniques. However, this technique is dependent on 
GRAM for giving results. This approach cannot be implemented for P2P grid systems. Computing field 
scheduling algorithm [15] is fully decentralized scheduling algorithm [18], which can be implemented on P2P 
grid system. Foundation of computing field scheduling algorithm [15] is on four rules. First rule states that each 
node can schedule task autonomously. Firstly, each grid node with help of its own task management that 
autonomously take decisions can assign job. Second rule [15] states that the job can be straight away scheduled 
to any grid resource without help of central scheduler. Next to increase job convergence rate this algorithm 
schedules job to suitable grid resource. Job convergence rate stands for number of jobs send from root node, 
where task is created to grid resource where it is carried out. Finally, 
workload. Workload is also mentioned as computing field ( ) which is calculated as follows: 
                                                                                                                                     (1) 
is the quantity of calculations th waiting task in queue needs.  denotes total number of processing 
elements present in grid node. stands for million instructions per second, which a single processing 
element of grid resource can execute. On basis of computing field information task chooses most appropriate 
grid resource autonomously. List on each grid node contain information about its own workload and workload 
of its direct neighbors. Fig.1. demonstrate paradigm of virtual network built on physical network. Here node  
have list  which contain information about its direct neighbors . Workload stored in list  works good 
when communication cost [16] is insignificant and task is massively computation intensive [17]. Generally, 
jobs generating on various grid nodes be both communication and computation intensive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Virtual network topology 
In [11] we have proposed an algorithm, which allocate task to most appropriate grid node; by taking into 
contemplation both computation and communication cost associated with job. This paper is an enhancement of 
algorithm proposed in [11] to make [11] fault tolerant.  
3.  PROPOSED FAULT TOLERANT DECENTRALIZED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM FOR            
P2P GRID 
We have proposed fault tolerant decentralized scheduling (FTDS) algorithm for P2P grid in this paper. This 
algorithm is enhancement of decentralized computation and communication intensive task scheduling 
algorithm for P2P grid [11]. We have incorporated steps required to make [11] a fault tolerant. Failure of grid 
resource will yield condition where we have to reschedule tasks assigned to it by its immediate neighbors. In 
addition, immediate neighbors have to discard jobs, which it is executing for failed node. Hence, to make 
algorithm fault tolerant we use modified version of list  mentioned in [11]. Here list  (shown in table1) 
present on all P2P resources will contain eleven entities. New entity in this table is eleventh entity, which 
consists of set of jobs given to neighbor node by the node on which this list is present. First entity is unique 
Y 
W U V 
Z X 
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name of neighbors to which node is directly connected. Second entity is IP address of immediate neighbors. 
Total number of processing elements present in immediate neighbor and MIPS of each processing element, are 
kept at third and fourth row of list . Workload  on immediate neighbours is fifth entity. Window 
size between two nodes is stored in sixth row. List also records round trip time  beween two 
grid resources and we store them as seventh entity in list . Communication cost associated with any 
task t to send it from one peer to another peer is calculated and stored in eighth row. Ninth entity is individual 
workload of task t on all immediate neighbor nodes. Tenth entity gives assumed workload on 
immediate neighbors after task t is assigned to immediate neighbors. Fault tolerant decentralized scheduling 
algorithm for P2P grid is split into two portions. First portion is used to schedule newly generated jobs and 
second to handle issues related to fault tolerance. 
Table 1. List   present on P2P grid node  
ELEVEN ENTITIES Immediate neighbors of P2P grid resources X Node X itself 
Serial no. Name of entity Node W Node U Node Y 
1 P2P  W U Y  
2 P2P Grid 
 
IPW IPU IPY IPX 
3 
in P2P  
AW AU AY AX 
4 MIPS  CMIPSW CMIPSU CMIPSY CMIPSX 
5 P2P Grid 
 
WldW WldU WldY WldX 
6 
 
WszWX WszUX WszYX WszXX 
7 
 
RTTWX RTTUX RTTYX RTTXX 
8 Communication cost to send task t 
on grid resource, TrttXN 
TrttXW TrttXU TrttXY TrttXX 
9 Individual Workload of task t on grid 
resource,  
ldtW ldtU ldtY ldtX 
10 Assumed workload on grid resource 
after task t is assigned to it,WldtN 
WldtW WldtU WldtY WldtX 
11 Set  consisting of task given to 
neighbour node by . 
    
3.1.  Job scheduling 
Workload ( ) of node is calculated at first using (1). When new job is added to it by immediate 
neighbor then increased workload  on node is obtained as follows: 
                                                                                               (2) 
                                                                               (3) 
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Fig. 2. Fault tolerant decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid 
Increased workload ( ) on node  is calculated by adding  to when 
for job  forwarded by neighbor node to . Old workload on  is . is weight of job  on 
node . is computed using (4). 
                                                                                                                                      (4) 
BEGIN 
1. Task generated on node  
2. assigned as ID to task 
3. for (set  of all nodes in list ) 
4. { 
5.       Calculate and store in list  using (1) 
6.       Calculate of  using (4) 
7.       Store in list  
8.       Calculate using (5) 
9.      Store in list   
10.    if ( ) 
11.         { 
12.                 find using (2) 
13.                 store in list  
14.          } 
15.    else if ( ) 
16.          { 
17.                 find using (3) 
18.                 store in list  
19.           } 
20. } 
21. Find out node for which is smallest in list . 
22. Now assign task  to node  with smallest . 
23. Update value  for node  with smallest  in list  to which task  is assigned. 
24.  This updated value of  is modified in list  of node  and in list of all immediate neighbour nodes of  
 . 
25.   update set present in list . 
26. if (neighbour node  fails to respond or execute task ) 
27.   {   
28.      Node  discards all tasks assigned by  to it. 
29.       updates its list and list  of all immediate neighbours of . 
30.      Node  collects record of tasks assigned by it to  stored in set . 
31.      It arranges tasks hierarchically in new list . 
32.      Update list  by removing column for node  .     
33.      for (task present in list ) 
34.            { 
35.               Select first task from list . 
36.               Go to step 3.  
37.             } 
38.   } 
END 
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is quantity of computation needed by job  on grid resource . Processing elements present in grid 
resource is denoted by .  represents MIPS of one processing element of . When old 
workload is smaller than or same as, communication cost of transferring job  from immediate 
neighbor node to node  ; then we apply equation (3). Transfer rate of job  between neighbor node  and 
node  is . Equation (5) computes transfer rate. 
                                                                          (5) 
In (5) window size between two immediate neighbor nodes  and  is represented 
by . means round trip time between  and . When new job is generated on grid resource, we 
schedule newly generated job with help of fault tolerant decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid shown 
in fig. 2. On P2P grid resource  new task  is generated.  is the set of nodes in list . Initially for all nodes in 
 we compute  and update these entities in list . In addition, we obtain value of increased 
workload from (2), when . Otherwise, we calculate increased workload utilizing 
(3), where . After we have gathered increased workload  for set of nodes ; determine 
node having minimum value of  out of set . Node is assigned task . is replaced with 
value for node . This value is updated in list  of and in list of immediate neighbors of . 
3.2. Mechanism to detect and handle failure of immediate neighbor node 
Each Node on P2P grid will have two components associated with it to detect fault. First, one is notification 
generator. Second component is notification receiver. When task is assigned to grid resource, its notification 
generator can send status of task with help of three messages. These messages are heartbeat message, task 
complete message and task failure message. This decentralized fault detection mechanism is shown in fig. 3. 
Heartbeat message will be periodic and it tells the root node (node that transfer task) that its task is being 
processed. When periodic time expires and no message comes from neighbor node (node that receive task), 
then root node consider neighbor dead and assume task failed. When root node receives task failure message, it 
also prompt root node to send task to any other neighbor node.  When failure of one of immediate neighbor 
node  of N (here N is X.) occurs, then  discards all jobs assigned to it by . Here modified workload of 
node X is obtained as follows:   
                                                                                                                  (6) 
stands for total load of tasks from  node send to node X. 
                                                                                                                                    (7) 
List  of  and all its immediate neighbors are changed accordingly. Node X collect record of jobs (set ) 
given by it to .This detail is given in last row of table1. Now we schedule jobs that were earlier assigned by 
node X to , utilizing job scheduling mechanism from previous portion of algorithm. We schedule jobs in 
set , one by one as is visible in algorithm. This way we troubleshoot immediate neighbor node failure. This 
enhancement, which incorporated steps for fault tolerance in [11], yielded robust and highly reliable fault 
tolerant decentralized scheduling (FTDS) algorithm for P2P grid. 
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Fig. 3. Decentralized fault detection mechanism present on each P2P grid node 
4. Simulation results and discussion 
Sample network taken into consideration is shown in fig. 1. Here nodes  have 2, 4, 2, 4 number of 
processing elements respectively. For nodes MIPS of processing elements is 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 2.0 
respectively. Now consider that 10 tasks( t1(5MI, 50Kb), t2(6MI, 70Kb), t3(2MI, 30Kb), t4(1MI, 05Kb), 
t5(7MI, 50Kb), t6(8MI, 90Kb), t7(2MI, 15Kb), t8(3MI, 60Kb), t9(8MI, 45Kb), t10(5MI, 35Kb)) generates on 
node X, we can schedule these tasks to neighbors of X such that they execute in parallel. We will receive 
output faster utilizing parallelism. If we consider that, no fault occurs than first we schedule tasks according to 
random scheduling. We obtain output within 23.500005 seconds using Random scheduling as shown in fig. 
6(a). Now we schedule the above 10 tasks using Computing field scheduling on similar grid resources and get 
results in 14.75 seconds (shown in fig. 6(b)). Finally, for fault free environment we schedule above stated set of 
10 tasks on similar grid resources using Decentralized computation and communication intensive task 
scheduling (DCCITS) algorithm. We obtain results in 13.99999 seconds (shown in fig. 7(b)). Moreover, 
minimum numbers of P2P grid nodes are utilized as shown in fig. 7(a). Hence, decentralized computation and 
communication intensive task scheduling algorithm consumes less time and grid resources to execute tasks. We 
know fault can occur at any moment on any grid resource, therefore we added fault tolerant mechanism to 
decentralized computation and communication intensive task scheduling algorithm. This robust and durable 
algorithm is named fault tolerant decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid. Example of how this 
algorithm works is given below. Consider node  is already having job X1. Job X1 consist of 20 million 
instructions (MI) and 100 Kbytes. Two jobs Y1 (10MI, 30 Kb), Y2 (6MI, 10Kb) are present on node Y. Also 
two tasks W1 (8MI, 20Kb), W2 (8MI, 40Kb) are existing on node W. Fourth node  contain one job U1 (2MI, 
20Kb). Table 2 shown above is present in node X. This table consists of ten rows to store 10 entities required 
for [11]. This table is prerequisite for executing algorithm [11]. Algorithm [11] is run for new job X2(10MI, 
30Kb) generating on node X. Expected time for job X2 to finish on all immediate neighbor nodes is given by 
last row of table 2. Expected time for immediate neighbor U to finish X2 is 7.25 seconds. Workload  (1.25 
seconds) of job X2 on U when added to communication cost , we get expected time for X2 
to finish on node U. Because communication cost  is larger in magnitude than existing workload on U 
therefore   is added to . Similarly, we require 4.32 seconds to execute X2 on node .15.0 seconds 
are needed by X to finish job X2. Node Y has smaller magnitude of communication cost (1.5 Seconds) 
compared to initial workload (2.5 seconds). Hence, individual workload (1.25 seconds) is incremented with 
value of initial workload to obtain finish time on neighbor Y for job X2 (3.75 seconds).  
                                                                         Table 2. List    present on node : Modified list present on P2P grid node X  
Root Node 
Notification Generator 
Notification Receiver 
Heartbeat message 
Task complete message 
Task failure message 
Heartbeat message 
Task complete message 
Task failure message 
Neighbour node 
Notification Receiver 
Notification Generator 
Periodic Time over and no message received then 
task failure message send automatically 
Periodic Time over and no message received 
then task failure message send automatically 
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Y 
W U V 
Z X 
 
 
Task X2 shifted to node Y 
from X  
Unique name of Node N Node X Node Y Node W Node U 
A 2 4 2 4 
CMIPS 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 
Wld (second) 10.0 2.5 2.66 0.25 
IP address  IPX IPY IPW IPU 
 (Kb) 10000 10 20 5 
 (seconds) 0.0001 2 2 1 
 (second) .0000003 1.5 0.75 6.0 
(second) 5.0 1.25 1.66 1.25 
 (second) 15.0 3.75 4.32 7.25 
  Fig. 4. Job scheduling using DCCITS algorithm 
Here minimum magnitude is obtained for node Y (3.75 seconds). Hence using algorithm [11], we 
determined that task X2 would finish soon if assigned to neighbor node Y. Reallocation of job X2 is shown 
diagrammatically in fig. 4. In case node Y collapses due to hardware or software or link failure, algorithm [11] 
is in jeopardy. To overcome this limitation fault tolerant decentralized scheduling (FTDS) algorithm for P2P 
grid is proposed. In above case when Y node fails then table present on node X will look like table 3. In table 3 
stands for set of tasks assigned to node W by node X after node Y failed. When node Y fails we discard its 
entire jobs on node X, however node Y has not given any task to X. Now we chose task from set  that is X2 
and look for neighbor node of X having minimum value of , which turns out to be value of for 
node W. 
                                       Table 3. Modified list present on P2P grid node X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Job scheduling using FTDS algorithm 
    We also update other entities of table 3 accordingly. This procedure of fault tolerance used in fault tolerant 
decentralized scheduling algorithm for P2P grid is shown in fig. 5. This shift from Y to W was possible for job 
X2 because of fault tolerance steps added to algorithm [11] that yielded fault tolerant decentralized scheduling 
algorithm for P2P grid. 
Unique name of Node N Node X Node Y Node W Node U 
A 2  2 4 
CMIPS 1.0  3.0 2.0 
Wld (second) 10.0  2.66 0.25 
IP address  IPX  IPW IPU 
 (Kb) 10000  20 5 
 (seconds) 0.0001  2 1 
 (second) .0000003  0.75 6.0 
(second) 5.0  1.66 1.25 
 (second) 15.0  4.32 7.25 
  Failed  Nil 
 
W2, X2 
 
Y 
W U V 
Z X 
15  
Node Y failed 
Now job 
X2 shifted 
to node W 
from X 
because 
node Y 
failed 
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Fig. 6. (a) Distribution of Tasks on immediate neighbour nodes of P2P grid using Random scheduling; (b) using Computing field 
scheduling 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Distribution of Tasks on immediate neighbour nodes of P2P grid using DCCITS algorithm; (b) Comparison of three scheduling 
techniques for P2P grid 
5. Conclusion and future scope of work 
In case of fault free environment DCCITS algorithm, yields result fast as compared to random scheduling 
and computing field scheduling. Moreover, less grid resources are utilized to achieve results. However, in a 
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P2P grid systems node can collapse because of various problems. This node failure problem is handled with the 
help of fault tolerance mechanism for P2P grid. We have refined the fault tolerance mechanism for distributed 
system to apply it on P2P grid. Our mechanism execute in two steps when any P2P grid resource fails. Upon 
detecting failure of immediate neighbor resource, node discards all jobs given by failed grid resource to it. 
Secondly it sends job, it had earlier assigned to failed resource; to most suitable neighbor node. This fault 
tolerant approach is fully decentralized and depends upon both communication and computation cost associated 
with a job. In future, we would like to add techniques to detect malicious behavior of nodes in fault tolerance 
mechanism. Moreover, we can use task duplication techniques to get results fast if fault happens. Future grid 
systems may provide metered access; accordingly, we would like to handle these issues with our fault tolerance 
mechanism.  
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